Dynatrace Performance Benchmarks

Dynatrace Performance Benchmarks rank the performance of hundreds of global companies across many industries. You get all the information you need to set goals and standards for web performance and keep raising the bar.

**Description**

Dynatrace Performance Benchmarks help you understand how your site’s performance stacks up against others in your chosen industry and country. In weekly emailed reports, we provide you with key performance and availability data that will help you make decisions on where to focus and improve. The Benchmarks team provides reports on both homepage and multistep user journey “clickpath” transactions.

**Deliverables**

To ensure you stay on top of performance issues, the Benchmarks product provides:

- Weekly email reports
- Two weeks of detailed performance and availability data
- Industry snapshots
- Competitor rankings on Visually Complete

**Offering components**

**Industry Snapshot**

Providing a quick view into industry performance and trends allows you to compare yourself against your competition.

**Performance Rankings**

Providing detailed data on the performance of your site with a focus on Visually Complete, a Dynatrace standard when it comes to understanding user experience.

**Availability Data**

Providing insight into the availability of your site so that you can better understand how often your users experience an issue.

---

**Dynatrace** (NYSE: DT) exists to make the world’s software work perfectly. Our unified software intelligence platform combines broad and deep observability and continuous runtime application security with the most advanced AIOps to provide answers and intelligent automation from data at enormous scale. This enables innovators to modernize and automate cloud operations, deliver software faster and more securely, and ensure flawless digital experiences. That’s why the world’s largest organizations trust Dynatrace® to accelerate digital transformation.

Curious to see how you can simplify your cloud and maximize the impact of your digital teams? Let us show you. Sign up for a [free 15-day Dynatrace trial](https://www.dynatrace.com).